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1.1. $(A, \mathrm{m})$ 2 Cohen-Macaulay , $I,$ $J$
$\mathrm{m}$ - .
(1) $R(I),$ $R(J)$ Cohen-Macaulay,
(2) $I$ ,
(3) $Y=\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{j}R(J)$ , $Y$ , $IO_{Y}$
,
, $R(I, J)$ Cohen-Macaulay
$R(I),$ $R(J)$ Rees , $R(I, J)$ 2 Rees
$R(I, J)=A[It, Js]$ $A$- ( $t,$ $s$ $A$ ).
$R(I, J)$ Cohen-Macaulay , [V1], [HHRTa]
, 1.1 (1) , (2), (3) $I$ $J$ joint
reduction number $R(I, J)$ Cohen-Macaulay
. [V2] $A$ 2 $I,$ $J$ m-
) , $I$ $J$ joint reduction number ,
$R(I, J)$ Cohen-Macaulay . J. Ribbe ,
$A$ rational 2 (cf. 13), $I,$ $J$ m-
$)$ ( [Ll; Theorem 7.1] [ $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}$ ;Corollary 54] $I$ $J$ reduction
number 1 Rees $R(I),$ $R(J)$ Cohen-Macaulay )
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$IO_{Y}$ $I$ $J$ joint reduction number
(cf. 15). 1.1 Ribbe
, Lipman , $R(I, J)$
Cohen-Macaulay . Rees
$R(I)$ rational ’ , $J$ $R(I, J)$ Cohen-Macaulay
.
, Lipman . $(A, \mathrm{m})$ Noether , $J,$ $J$ $A$
. $B=A[It],$ $C=A[Js]$ ( $t,$ $s$ $A$ ), $M$ $B$
, $X=\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{j}B,$ $Y=$ Proj $C$ .
12. $\mathrm{Y}’=$ Proj $B[Js](B[J_{S}]=A[It, J_{S}])$ . $\mathrm{Y}$
$IO_{Y}$ , $Y’$ .
. $B[Js]=A[It, JS]$ , $t,$ $s$ $\deg t=0,$ $\deg s=1$ .
$A[Js]arrow B[Js]$ , A- $\mathrm{Y}’arrow \mathrm{Y}$
. $Q\in \mathrm{Y}’$ , $\mathrm{q}=Q\cap C\in \mathrm{Y}$ . $C_{(\mathrm{q})}$ $\mathrm{q}$ $C$
. $C_{(\mathrm{q})}\cong \mathcal{O}_{Y,\mathrm{q}}[\tau, T^{-1}]$ ( $T$ ), . $IO_{Y}$
, $IC_{(\mathrm{q})}\cong IO_{Y,\mathrm{q}}[T, T-1]$ . , $B[Js](Q)$
$A[Js](\mathrm{q})$ [It] , $C_{(\mathrm{q})}$ $[It]=c_{(\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l})}[IC)t(\mathrm{q}]$ ,
Rees . $O_{Y’,Q}=[B[J_{S}](Q)]0$
.
13. $A$ , $A$ rational (rational singularity )
, $\mathrm{Y}$ $\mathrm{Y}arrow \mathrm{S}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}A$ , $H^{i}(Y, O_{Y})=(0)$
$(i>0)$ .
, $A$ 2 excellent rational , $I$ $\mathrm{m}$- , $B=$
$R(I)$ , $R(I)_{M}$ rational . [L2:
Theorem] $X$ , $Yarrow X$ . $Y$ $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}A$
, $A$ rational ’[ , $H^{i}(\mathrm{Y}, \mathcal{O}_{Y})=(0)(i>0)$ . [L2; p. 155 $\mathrm{C}$]
, $Y$ , $\mathrm{m}$- $J$ $Y=\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{j}R(J)$ .
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$-$ [L3; Theorem 4.1] , $Y$ Cohen-Macaulay $H^{0}(Y, O_{Y})=A$
$H^{i}(Y, O_{Y})=(0)(i>0)$ , $e$ , $R(J)^{(e)}=R(J^{e})$
Cohen-Macaulay . $R(J)$ Cohen-Macaulay
. $IO_{Y}$ ( $Yarrow X$ ),
1.1 $R(I, J)$ Cohen-Macaulay . $Y”=Y’\cross \mathrm{S}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{C}B_{M}$ .
$Y”=$ Proj $R(JB_{M})$ [L3; Theorem 4.1] , $H^{i}(Y^{\prime\prime,\mathit{0}_{Y’}}’)=$ (0)
$(i>0)$ , 12 $Y”arrow \mathrm{S}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{C}B_{M}$ $B_{M}$
rational.
. ( 1.1 )
14(Lipman-Ribbe). $(A, \mathrm{m})$ excellent rational 2 ,’ $I,$ $J$
$\mathrm{m}$- ) $\triangleright$ . $R(I)_{M}$ rational .
Ribbe , .
15(Ribbe). $(A, \mathrm{m})$ 2 rational , $I,$ $J$ m-
) $IO_{Y}$ . $R(I, J)$ Cohen-Macaulay
.
. $a\in I,$ $b\in J$ $I,$ $J$ joint reduction, , ?7
$(IJ)^{n+1}=(aJ+bI)(IJ)^{n}$ . $IJO_{Y}$ , $IJO_{Y}=$
$(aJ+bI)O_{Y}$ . $0arrow O_{Y}arrow JO_{Y}\oplus IO_{Y}arrow IJO_{Y}[a,b]arrow 0$
. , $H^{1}(Y, O_{Y})=(0)$ , $H^{0}(Y, JoY)\oplus H^{0}(Y, Io_{Y})[a,b]arrow H^{0}(Y, O_{Y})$ .
$I,$ $J,$ $IJ$ , $J\oplus I^{[a}-,IJb$
]
, $IJ=aJ+bI$.
, $I,$ $J$ joint reduction number ( ),
[HHRTa] $R(I, J)$ Cohen-Macaulay .
, Ribbe 2 rational ring
. , , 1.1





, $(A, \mathrm{m})$ 2 Cohen-Macaulay , $I,$ $J$ m-
. $B=R(I)=A[It],$ $C=R(J)=A[Js]$ , $M,$ $N$ $B,$ $C$
. $Y=\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{j}c$ .
21. $B,$ $C$ Cohen-Macaulay . $Y$ ,
$IO_{Y}$ . .
(1) $R(I, J)$ Cohen-Macaulay .
(2) $\mathrm{d}_{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{h}c_{N}/IC_{N}>0$ .
. ) $IC_{N}$ , $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}_{c_{N}}ICN--1,$ $P(IC_{N})=2$ ( $\ell-$ analytic
spread ). , $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}_{c_{N}}IcN>0$ , $C/ICarrow C/\mathrm{m}C$
$\dim C/IC\geq 2$ , $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}c_{N}IcN=1$ . , $C_{N}[It]/NC_{N}$ $[It]\cong$
$A[It]/\mathfrak{m}A[It]$ , $P(IC_{N})=p(I)=2$ . $K$ $I$ minimal reduction
, $KC_{N}$ $IC_{N}$ minimal reduction , $r\kappa c_{N}(IC_{N})--\Gamma\kappa(I)$
( reduction number ). $B$ Cohen-Macaulay
, $a(G(I))<0$ , $r\kappa c_{N}(IcN)\leq 1$ . , $Q\in V(IC_{N})$
$\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}_{C_{N}}Q=1$ , $(IC_{N})_{Q}$ . ,
$Q\in V(IC)$ $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}_{C}Ic=1$ , $Q$ $IC$ , $Q\in Y$ .
$IO_{Y}$ , $IO_{Y,Q}$ , $IC_{Q}$ . $Y$
$O_{Y,Q}$ $\mathrm{D}.\mathrm{V}$ .R. , $IO_{Y,Q}$ . $IC_{Q}$
. , [ $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{H}$ ;Theorem 29] , $G(IC_{N})$ Cohen-Macaulay
, $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}CN/IC_{N}>0$ . $R(I, J)$ Cohen-
Macaulay , $R(IC_{N})$ Cohen-Macaulay - , $G(IC_{N})$ Cohen-Macaulay
, $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}C_{N}-/IC_{N}>0$ . , $G(IcN)$ Cohen-Macaulay , [ $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{H}$ ;
Proposition 24] $‘ \mathrm{k}\text{ }a(G(IC_{N}))=\max\{r\kappa c_{N}(IC_{N})-\ell(.ICN), -1\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}c.NCIN\}<0\text{ }$




22. $(A, \mathrm{m})$ Noether , $A/\mathfrak{m}$ , . $I,$ $J$ $A$
) , $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}_{A}\text{ }>0$ . , $a$ \in , $a$ $J$
minimal reduction $-$ , $IJ$ : $a\subseteq\overline{I}$ .
. $A$ . $S=B[t^{-1}]\subseteq A[t, t^{-1}]$
( $I$ Rees ) . $S$ , $\overline{S}$ $S$
Krull . $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}_{\overline{S}}\overline{S}/\mathrm{r}^{1}\mathrm{S}=\{P_{1}, P_{2,\ldots,r}P\}$
. $\overline{S}_{P_{i}}$ $\mathrm{D}.\mathrm{V}$ .R. . $V_{i}=\overline{S}_{P_{i}},$ $\mathfrak{n}_{i}=P_{i}\overline{S}_{P_{i}}$ .
$JV_{i}\neq(0)$ , $J\not\subset J\mathfrak{n}_{i}\cap A$ . $a_{i}=J\cap\text{ }\mathfrak{n}_{i}(i=1, \ldots, r)$ . - ,
$\mathrm{A}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}cc/\mathrm{m}C=\{\mathfrak{p}_{1}, \mathfrak{p}_{2}, \ldots, \mathfrak{p}_{u}\}$ , ) $\mathrm{b}_{j}\subseteq A$ $\mathrm{b}_{j}t=[\mathfrak{p}_{j}]_{1}$
. $\mathfrak{a}_{i},$ $\mathrm{b}_{j}$ $J$ ) , $a$ \in $a\not\in(\cup\alpha_{i})\cup(\cup \mathrm{b}_{j})$
, . , $as\in C$ $C/\mathrm{m}C$
– , $a$ $J$ minimal reduction – .
$IJ$ : $a\subseteq\overline{I}$ . $a\in A$ $ax\in IJ$ . $ax/1\in I\text{ }V_{i}=aIV_{i}$ ,
$x/1\in IV_{i}$ . , $I\subseteq t^{-1}\overline{S}$ , $t^{-1}\overline{S}=Q_{1}\cap Q_{2}\ldots\cap Q_{r}$ $(\sqrt{Q_{i}}=P_{i})$
, $x/1\in IV_{i}\subseteq Q_{i}\overline{S}_{P_{i}}$ . $x\in Q_{i}(i=1, \ldots, r)$ . $x\in t^{-1}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
, $xt\in\overline{S}$ . $x\in\overline{I}$ .
$L$
1.1 . $(a, b)\subseteq J$ minimal reducution , $a$ 22
. $I$ $I\text{ }$ : $a=I$ . as $\in C$ C/IC-
. $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}CN/IC_{N}>0$ 2.1 $R(I, J)$
Cohen-Macaulay . $C/ICarrow asC/IC(1)$
. , $n\geq 0$ , $J^{n}/I\text{ ^{}n}arrow aJ^{n+1}/IJ^{\dot{n}+1}$
. $IJ^{n+1}$ : $a=I\text{ ^{}n}(n\geq 0)$ . $n=0$
. $n>0$ , $n-1$ . (i.e. $(a)\cap IJ^{n}=aIJ^{n-1}$
.) , $C$ Cohen-Macaulay , $G(J)$ Cohen-Macaulay ,
$a(G(J))<0$ , $J^{2}=(a, b)\text{ }$ . $x\in I\text{ ^{}n+1}$ : $a$ .
$ax\in IJ^{n+1}\cap(a)$ , $I\text{ ^{}n+1}\cap(a)=(a, b)IJ^{n}\cap(a)=aIJ^{n}+(a)\cap bIJ^{n}$
, $(a)\cap bI\text{ ^{}n}=b(I\text{ ^{}n}\cap ((a) : b))=b(IJ^{n}\cap(a))$ ,
$(a)\cap I\text{ ^{}n}=aI\text{ ^{}n-1}$ , $ax\in aIJ^{n}$ . $IJ^{n+1}$ : $a\subseteq I\text{ ^{}n}$ .
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